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Hotels are tourism-related businesses whose survival depends on the beauty of nature and the unpolluted environment. This dissertation was aimed to investigate environmental responsiveness adoption by hotels in Thailand and to identify those factors that could influence the variation in adoption level. Two theories: stakeholder and resource-based views were selected and integrated to provide a complementary explanation of corporate environmental responsiveness. The conceptual framework was theoretically developed comprising of environmental motives, facilitating resources, and organizational characteristics as the main factors influencing the level of environmental responsiveness adopted in hotels. Eight hypotheses were derived from the model to be tested.

Both qualitative and quantitative methodologies were conducted in this study. During the first phase, the exploratory field study based on in-depth interviews and hotel visits with ten environmentally best practice hotels was conducted. Findings confirmed those factors proposed in the framework.

During the second phase, 390 questionnaires were mailed to all member hotels of the Thai Hotels Association. The total number of usable returned questionnaires was 231 for a response rate of 59.23 percent. Respondent hotels were classified by cluster analysis into three groups based on the level of their environmental responsiveness. It was found that hotels in the low environmental responsiveness group were medium-sized hotels with 60-199 rooms. They were non-chain hotels with few stars ratings who set short-term environmental targets and implement energy
saving campaigns. However, neither a written environmental policy nor an environmental working team was found in these hotels. They also perceived their competitive advantages as being low. Hotels in the moderate environmental responsiveness group were mixed of medium and large sizes with approximately 60-399 rooms. The types of hotel in this group included both chain and non-chain hotels with mostly three-star ratings. They had a systematic record keeping on environmental related data and also adopted some voluntarily environmental initiatives. Hotels in the high environmental responsiveness group were mixed of medium and large ones with the number of rooms between 60-399. The types of high responsive hotels was also mixed of both chain and non-chain hotels with mostly four-to five-star ratings. Environmental concerns were stated clearly in the mission statement of these hotels. They had a strong top management involvement in environmental programs. These hotels perceived that they had the highest competitive advantages as a result of their environmental programs.

Findings of hypothesis testing indicate that the level of environmental responsiveness was predicted by perceived importance of stakeholders, expected gains of environmental initiatives, availability of tangible resources, type of hotel based on star rating, Green Leaf rating of hotels, and past experiences in receiving awards of hotels. Factors that were most powerful in predicting the level of environmental responsiveness of hotels were the perception on importance of stakeholders and the availability of tangible resources.

Implications for sustaining tourism development were based on an assumption that when many hotels in Thailand have started to pay more attention to environmental problems and have given proactive responses to those problems, the tourism industry as a whole may be approaching a level of sustainability. Local government agencies should also be consistent in their law enforcement and focus on using "marketing measures" (i.e. rewards and recognition, tax incentives) more than "regulatory measures" to stimulate more proactive environmental responsiveness from hotels in their community. Government agencies and public companies should use the green hotel directory for their consideration on places to accommodate their conferences, seminars or trainings, as it serves as good recognition for environmentally friendly hotels.
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